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Part 1 of this series (The Classical Form) was published in the April 2017 issue of Soda Lime Times.
Stay tuned for part 3 – coming in a future issue.
n important step in
the further development of Chevron
beads was the entry of India
into the industrial production
of glass beads in the 19th
century. While India did not
have the machinery and
tools, they were well-known
for their efficiency, and using
their innovative willpower, they developed a new
procedure to come up with
Chevron beads without the
(secret) optical molds used
in Venice and Amsterdam:
the composite method.

A

In this technique they use
various colored, and in some
Three hot-bent elbow Chevrons, seven Indian composite Chevrons
cases, particularly-shaped,
multi-layered glass bars
(Murrini rods) arranged around a single-colored
core and, after careful heating, these are pulled
out into short lengths. This technology has been
perfected so far that, with the naked eye, a difference to the traditionally produced beads is nearly
indiscernible.
As a consequence, this technique in turn influenced the Venetian beadmakers, who then made
multi-layered rods with holes (actually thick-walled
tubes), and processed them into beads by pressing, grinding, or drum-polishing, and also began
to make Chevron beads using Murrini or Filigrana
(thin rods of colored glass which are covered with
a thick layer of transparent clear glass).
Due to the introduction and improvement of furnace control, it was finally possible to heat even
short rods on a wire so slowly that the shape
could be changed without grinding: conical,
flat-pressed, twisted, waisted, and bent. A large
repertoire of trade beads was created in this way,
particularly in Bohemia and the Czech Republic.
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Venetian Murrini-Chevron from the early 1970s
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From simple two- and three-layered beads, rarely
showing more than some colored stripes on the
surface (and hardly recognizable as drawn or
Chevron beads), to the flat Watermelon Chevrons
(white-green-red-white layers like the fruit). These
were exported to Africa and the New World in
huge amounts.

Flower Chevrons by L. Cattelan and M. Cavagnis, Murano.
(www.muranomade.com)

Of course, some specialists also ventured to
bring the preheated bead "blanks" back into the
flame of the torch, and continue to decorate them
with lampwork techniques. For these elaborately
manufactured beads, a very slow cooling down to
room temperature is necessary, so that uneven
temperature changes in the glass do not cause
stress and cracking, which would destroy the
bead. Only a very few experienced beadmakers
have mastered this art, and the use of old Chevron canes creates a work of art which combines
the experience and creativity of many generations
of glass artists and beadmakers. The illustrated
beads were cut, shaped, and polished in a limited
edition by Luigi Cattelan, using a six-layer Chevron
cane from the 1920s, and then “refined” by Mario
Cavagnis in the flame of his torch.
In more recent times, the most complex cross-section profiles are obtained by combining all of these
techniques, which have been picked up in the
1970s and `80s by American beadmakers. New
lovers and collectors looking for extraordinary
beads were ready to honor the extremely costly
production, and artists and craftsmen accepted the
challenge to create their own personal style whilst
searching for new ways of unique engineering.

Partial transparent Chevrons by M. Mullaney and R. Mossman
(www.heronglass.com)
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One outstanding talented
Chevron artist is Art Seymour
from Seymour Chevrons, who
produces incredibly poetic Chevron beads in small
limited series named "Jazz",
"Fleur de Lis" "Wild Thing"
or "Cristal Fusion" Beads, to
name just a few of his adventures in glass. He uses up to
16 hand-pulled colored layers, decorating with his own
Murrini and signature cane
slices in a special lamination technique, or wonderful
transparent filigree patterns
fused crosswise together with
unique Chevron canes, and
through this, creates some of
the most extravagant ChevThree Art Seymour Chevrons: 5-layered “Old School” with slices of Chevron
ron beads to be found.

canes applied (top), 5-layered “Cristal Fusion bead” (lower left), and a 4-layered “Snake bead” (center) (www.seymourchevron.com)

Tetragonal Chevrons and composite bicone, Heron Glass
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Other remarkable artists include Mary
Mullaney and Ralph Mossman from
Heron Glass, who, through the use of
clear glass, have given their extraordinary beads a previously unknown depth
and brilliancy. At their furnace, all the
techniques of layer construction come
together in perfect execution: the blowing and dipping of the basic layers, the
coating with mouthblown thin layers of
transparent colors, and the down-melting of prefabricated glass rods, where
each is already a masterpiece of craftsmanship in itself. However, these special
Chevrons are unmistakably characterized by their own harmonic shaping,
which, after a final five-stage grinding
and polishing process results in slanting
cubes, bicones, tetrahedral crescents,
and long-drawn barrels, reflecting a
beautiful game between saturated
opaque colors and powerful luminous
transparents - never overcharged, but
always mysterious and fascinating.
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Finally, the so-called "Nueva
Cadiz" bead, which occupies
a special position among
the drawn beads: On the
one hand, it is still not clear
whether these beads, named
after their first location in
Venezuela, originate originally from Bohemian, Czechoslovakian or Venetian production. On the other hand,
they do not appear anywhere
else in the world outside Latin America and West Africa.
An interesting exception can
be found on a sample-card
for trade beads at the Murano Museum of Glass, with
beads made by Domenico
Bussolini. He was a Venetian
beadmaker who was awarded with the
key to the city for his work in 1842. But
the timeline from excavating the first
Nueva Cadiz beads in America around
1525 will raise more new questions
than have been answered with the
discovery of Bussolini’s beads: Did the
Venetians "re-invent" a new technology from an old but known process, or
did they seemingly copy a successful
competitor? It is also proven that the
Conterie (a Venetian society of producers and brokers of trade beads
around 1800) imported this type of
bead from Bohemia at the end of the
18th century, and used it as a currency
for payments in the African trade, as a
sample card of the Bead broker Moses
Levine & Co. in the London Museum
of Mankind reveals.
I hope you have enjoyed my articles
about the origin of Chevron beads and
the new shapes and techniques of
today. I am currently working on Part 3 –
Collecting and Working with Chevrons.
Stay tuned!
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6-layered pastel Chevrons, Heron Glass

One very long Nueva Cadiz Bead, 16th century / two Venetian replicas, 19th century / two rare three-layered with triangular core, 20th
century / one unusual 6-layer conical form, and same in round shape
(white-blue-white-yellow-white-blue) / two very old flower-Murrini (M
= Moretti?) / two letter Murrini, 19th century / one small letter Murrini,
new production (Effetre)
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Eight partial transparent composite Chevrons with Filigrana rods, one decorated with Aventurine, Davide, Davide
Salvadore, Venice

My sources, and at the same time literature recommendations, on the subject of Chevron beads:
Chevron and Nueva Cadiz Beads - Vol. VII Beads from the West African Trade by John and
Ruth Picard, 1993
Beads of the World by Peter Francis Jr., 1994
Collectible Beads by Robert K. Liu, 1995
All Beads of The World by Louis Sherr Dubin, 1988

All beads: collection Gunnar Haag - www.beadbox.de
All pictures by the author
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About the author:
Gunnar Haag is a German bead artist who also has an online
eBay store called Farbglas-Werkzeug. He is an enthusiast for all
things in glass.
"Sometimes I find them in my dreams - graphic patterns or ornaments, special bead shapes or complete necklaces, new color combinations or even technical tricks - then I can hardly wait to get back
to the torch after waking up!
"It all started with my wedding. In search of an original gift for my
wife, I bought some beads on each of my trips. This not only made a wonderful necklace and a
successful surprise for her, but also infected me with the bead virus…
"I found literature, visited the Italian artisans in their workshops in Venice, and finally made an 'apprenticeship' over several weeks with a well-known beadmaker. It quickly became clear to me that
beadmaking is not only a fascinating art and craft, but also offers the possibility of developing an
own artistic form of expression. My work is dominated by clear, geometric forms and patterns, but
sometimes also playful landscapes and underwater worlds arise in the flame of the burner.
A special honor in 2006 was the request for a glass art gallery in Venice (Atmosfera Venezia), which
presented my Meander series there to a professional audience."
You can contact Gunnar via email at info@beadbox.de.
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